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1. Introduction 

Facial recognition, like other biometrics, has the good features of 

being "unique" and "hard to copy," but also has the unique 

advantage of being "direct," "friendly," and "contactless." Real 

objects are very complex, and it is usually difficult to understand 

the essence of the object, and to know which features are 

important and what are the real object features. Studying the 

structure of biological neural networks allows us to infer the need 

for machines that can autonomously discover hidden knowledge 

rules, rather than simply instilling them into computers. It is very 

difficult for people to extract high level abstract data features from 

unprocessed data, but computers can solve the key problem of 

feature extraction by simulating the human brain to represent 

complex concepts through simplified models. 

The problems studied in this paper mainly include the following 

aspects. 

(1) Combined with specific practical applications, face recognition 

needs to consider the real-time nature of recognition, and face 

recognition sometimes needs to be judged by fuzzification 

processing, so it is not the more accurate the more it can meet the 

actual needs. Face recognition needs to solve the actual problem 

specifically according to different application scenarios. 

(2) In the face of some non-ideal scenes, the recognition ability of 

face recognition technology and application is tested to different 

degrees, and face recognition will appear unrecognizable in the 

case of deepening difficulty of certain scenes. Therefore, the 

improvement of face recognition ability in non-ideal scenes is the 

main direction to be tackled in the next stage of face recognition 

technology and application research. 

(3) The existing CNN models do not perform well in face 

recognition in non-ideal scenes, and there is much room for 

improvement in terms of accuracy, stability, robustness and other 

indicators. How to design an improved CNN model to cope with 

the non-ideal scenes prevailing in the face recognition process 

becomes an important issue. 

 

2. Related Works 

Identity verification and identification is a common security 

concern in modern society. Among the wide variety of identity 

verification tools, three main categories can be divided into 

possession verification (e.g. ID card), information verification (e.g. 

password) and biometric verification. It can be found that the 

verification method of biometric identification has obvious 

advantages in terms of security and convenience compared with 

other verification means [1][2]. Moreover, the biometric features 

selected after repeated testing have inherent properties such as 

non-replicability and stability of maintaining the same state within 

a certain period of time, which are highly suitable and applicable 

for identity verification and identification mainly in the field of 

security prevention and control. 

In terms of personal information security, identity recognition has 

become a popular development direction for AI applications in 

information security in order to meet people's needs for 

information security. However, there are insecurity factors in 

several personal identity objects, such as ID cards and cell phones 

that can be easily lost or falsified. In contrast, human biometric 

features have the advantage of being inherent and irreproducible, 

such as facial features and fingerprint features, which can be better 

used for identity recognition because they are not repetitive and 

difficult to forge [3]. 

 

3. Proposed Approach 

There are many typical neural network architecture models, such 

as the classic LeNet.5, which is mainly used for recognizing 

handwritten fonts; AlexNet network with deeper and improved 

model; VGGNet designed by Oxford University; GooLeNet 

developed by the Internet giant Google; and ZF Net, etc. Networks 

such as AlexNet are developed on the basis of LeNet.5 with deeper 

and wider, as well as improved. The structure of LeNet-5 is not 

complicated, but it is a high reference value for building your own 

CNN model, and the CNN model used in this paper refers to the 

single channel structure of AlexNet to build your own CNN 

network coarse model. In the process of building, the CNN 

network is further extended according to the network training 

recognition effect, and an improved CNN network fine model with 

better recognition effect and good generalization performance for 

the sample set in non-ideal scenes is built. [4] 

 
 

Figure 1: AlexNet, Corse model, Fine model structure 

 

The coarse convolutional neural network model in this paper is 

designed as a ten-layer structure with five convolutional layers, 

four pooling layers and one fully connected layer. The model is 

also used to train and test on a pre-processed grayscale face image 

dataset. The face data set is trained by the model to optimize and 

tune the model parameters. The fine model then adds a set of 



convolutional and pooling layers to the coarse model, and the 

ninth layer of the source network is connected to the newly added 

convolutional layer to extract deeper features during the fine 

training. This model is used to train the face dataset and to achieve 

optimal adjustment of the model parameters. Based on the trained 

network, face recognition tests are carried out using the test set. 

 

4. Experiment 

The experiment are the comparison of different CNN models for 

non-ideal scene face recognition. The experiment training tests are 

conducted on a total of 600 pairs of face images, of which 300 

pairs belong to the same person. The selected comparison 

algorithms are fine model, coarse model, and AlexNet for 

comparison tests to quantitatively analyze the effect of different 

algorithms on face recognition in non-ideal scenes.  

In this paper, we use convolutional neural network model to 

extract face features, and the limited scenes are some non-ideal 

scenes introduced above one by one. Therefore, for the 

qualification of "non-ideal scenes", the paper plans to select the 

sample sets that meet the conditions of "non-ideal scenes" that can 

be obtained from the CASIA WebFace database, FG.NET face 

dataset, CACD2000face dataset, etc. Usually, the images are 

inputted by cutting and resizing the collected images, and then the 

face database is grayed out and used as training input. As shown in 

Figure 1. 

 
Figure 2: Sample set of face recognition after grayscale 

processing (partial) 

 

5. Analysis 

For comparison of experimental results in incomplete sampling 

scenarios. The coarse model has the best performance among the 

three CNN models in the distribution of face recognition results in 

different low-resolution scenes, in terms of accuracy, balance and 

stability of the accuracy distribution. In different wearing object 

scenarios, the fine model has the best performance, both in terms 

of accuracy and the balance and stability of accuracy distribution.  

For comparison of experimental results in multi-pose scenarios, 

the experimental structure mainly consists of two parts, i.e., 

standard face photos and different posture face photos. Comparing 

the statistical indexes, we can find that among the face recognition 

results distribution of the three CNN models in the multi-pose 

scenario, the fine model has the best performance. In terms of 

accuracy, balance and stability of accuracy distribution, the refined 

model has the best performance among the three CNN models in 

the multi-pose scenario, and the leading advantage is obvious.  

For comparison of experimental results under non-ideal lighting 

scenarios, the experimental architecture consists of two main parts, 

including the effects of light angle and light brightness changes on 

the application accuracy. It can be found that among the face 

recognition results distribution of the three CNN models in the 

non-ideal angle scenario, the coarse model and the fine model 

have similar recognition accuracy and have certain recognition 

ability, but the recognition stability is poor, and the recognition 

accuracy of AlexNet is the weakest. 

In order to better compare the effectiveness of the three CNN 

models for face recognition, two core metrics, accuracy and 

stability, are selected to focus on the effectiveness characteristics 

of the three CNN models. Accuracy is defined as the mean value 

of data results, and stability is defined as the probability of 

achieving recognition accuracy of 85 and above, and the 

experimental comprehensive evaluation of the three CNN models 

is compiled as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Comprehensive comparison statistics of the three 

CNN models 

  Wearing 

object 

Low 

Resoluti

on 

Multi- 

pose 

Non-ideal 

brightness

  

Non-idea

l angle 

Fine 

Model 

Accuracy 95.40 98.17 83.83 97.36 82.50 

Stability 100% 100% 94.6% 100% 98.6% 

Coarse 

Model 

Accuracy 93.96 99.33 65.52 98.74 79.44 

Stability 100% 100% 82.6% 100% 91.5% 

AlexNet 
Accuracy 77.35 96.26 54.99 89.77 51.11 

Stability 93.2% 100% 62.9% 100% 81.5% 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, an improved CNN face recognition network structure 

is designed to expand the network model based on the original 

network with 10 layers, including 5 convolutional layers, 4 

pooling layers and 1 fully connected layer, and to perform fine 

training and tuning. Based on the trained network, the face 

recognition test is conducted in both conventional and non-ideal 

scenes using the images in the constructed face database, and the 

recognition correct rate is 93.9%, which is better than the 

comparison algorithm. 
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Abstract 

With the progress of technology and the development of society, the security of identity verification 

and identification is attracting more and more attention. Different from traditional possession 

verification (such as ID card) and information verification (such as password), biometric identification 

technology extracts physiological or behavioral characteristics for identity identification. The object 

of biometric identification is the person itself, and no verification object and verification information 

are required, which directly determines that this authentication method is safer and more convenient. 

Face recognition technology is the one based on human facial features in the field of biometric 

identification, extracting facial features of human face through collection devices such as cameras and 

carrying out identity verification identification through feature matching. Facial recognition, like other 

biometrics, has the good features of being "unique" and "hard to copy," but also has the unique 

advantage of being "direct," "friendly," and "contactless." As a very challenging direction, face 

recognition in non-ideal scenes involves many core issues in the field of computer vision, and the 

application prospect of face recognition in non-ideal scenes is very wide. The study of 3D information 

is also crucial, and convolutional neural network technology plays an important role in both the field 

of face recognition and other directions in computer vision. Convolutional neural network, as an 

algorithmic framework that mimics biological neural networks, has great research value and is 

currently the most likely path to advanced intelligence. 

In this paper, the basic convolutional neural network recognition framework is modified to improve 

the adaptability and reliability of the model in non-ideal scenes (occlusion, illumination change and 

angle change problems) by combining the latest research results of deep learning with the requirement 

of high accuracy for face recognition in non-ideal scenes, and finally the performance is verified by 

comparing the experiments with several classical network models. The research in this topic is carried 

out based on CNN for face recognition in non-ideal scenes. In this paper, the CNN-based face 

recognition model in non-ideal scenes is constructed, analyzed and trained. The study designs an 

improved CNN face recognition network structure diagram, and expands the network model based on 

the original design network with 10 layers, including 5 convolutional layers, 4 pooling layers and 1 

fully connected layer, and adds a set of convolutional and pooling layers on top of the coarse model to 

form a new fine network. In the fine training, the ninth layer of the original network is connected with 

the newly added convolutional layer to extract deeper features to design the fine-training network. The 

coarse and fine models are trained on the face dataset in non-ideal scenes and finely tuned to achieve 

optimal adjustment of model parameters. 

Due to the great development of related theories and technologies, the image recognition technology 

has undergone great changes in recent years. The size of the training dataset has become larger and 

larger, the feature extraction algorithms have gradually moving toward visual feature learning, and the 

training models have become more and more complex. The related technology, especially deep 

learning methods, has made great progress, but also faces many challenges. Further research is still 

necessary on how to design networks for the purpose of fast training of high-performance models. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

Identity verification and identification is a common security concern in modern 

society, and with the achievements of modern science and technology, a series of 

modular tools have been developed to help with identity verification and identification. 

Among the wide variety of identity verification tools, three main categories can be 

divided into possession verification (e.g. ID card), information verification (e.g. 

password) and biometric verification. Among them, biometric verification refers to the 

detection and identification of biometric features by verifying specific biometric 

features of organisms, including fingerprints, iris, voice, DNA, portrait, etc., which can 

be used as the discriminatory criteria for identity verification. It can be found that the 

verification method of biometric identification has obvious advantages in terms of 

security and convenience compared with other verification means [1][2]. Moreover, the 

biometric features selected after repeated testing have inherent properties such as non-

replicability and stability of maintaining the same state within a certain period of time, 

which are highly suitable and applicable for identity verification and identification 

mainly in the field of security prevention and control. 

Facial recognition, like other biometrics, has the good features of being "unique" and 

"hard to copy," but also has the unique advantage of being "direct," "friendly," and 

"contactless." Therefore, with the gradual expansion of the identity verification field in 

recent years, face feature recognition has been more and more widely used in the field 

of identity verification and identification. A whole set of mature technology system has 

been initially formed around face recognition, and a considerable application scale has 

also been achieved[3]. 

Real objects are very complex, and it is usually difficult to understand the essence of 

the object, and to know which features are important and what are the real object 

features. Studying the structure of biological neural networks allows us to infer the need 

for machines that can autonomously discover hidden knowledge rules, rather than 

simply instilling them into computers [4]. It is very difficult for people to extract high 

level abstract data features from unprocessed data, but computers can solve the key 

problem of feature extraction by simulating the human brain to represent complex 

concepts through simplified models. 

The training ability of AI convolutional neural network models keep enhance, and 

the exactness of recognition also keep improve. Deep learning is in rapid development, 

but still in the initial stage of development and its applications in many fields are not 

fully developed by humans. The research in this paper evaluates the recognition 

efficiency of each CNN model by analyzing the measurement results of different face 

recognition CNN models for face photos in different scenarios in order to derive an 
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efficient CNN model for face recognition in specific dimensions under specific 

evaluation criteria. 

 

1.2 Motivation 

With the development of artificial intelligence, more and more aspects of life have 

been involved in different intelligent applications. In terms of personal information 

security, identity recognition has become a popular development direction for AI 

applications in information security in order to meet people's needs for information 

security. Relying on personal identity characteristics is an important way of 

identification in the past, such as personal documents, cell phones and other objects that 

mark their identity. However, there are insecurity factors in these personal identity 

objects, such as ID cards and cell phones that can be easily lost or falsified. In contrast, 

human biometric features have the advantage of being inherent and irreproducible, such 

as facial features and fingerprint features, which can be better used for identity 

recognition because they are not repetitive and difficult to forge[5]. 

Face recognition is an important means of identification. It is a very innovative 

subject in the field of identity recognition and has much value for research and 

exploration. At the same time, because face recognition is widely used in life and has 

very high application value, it is a popular direction for research in information security 

practice projects today. Experts and scholars at home and abroad have been tirelessly 

exploring face recognition technology and have now harvested many successes and 

breakthroughs. However, there are still many difficulties in face recognition in practical 

applications. There are not many differences between faces, and the accuracy of face 

recognition is affected by a great number of factors as expressions, make-up, 

decorations and various other reasons may lead to changes in faces. Moreover, 

combined with specific practical applications, face recognition needs to consider the 

real-time nature of recognition, and face recognition sometimes needs to be judged by 

fuzzy processing, so it is not the more accurate the more it can meet the actual needs. 

Face recognition needs to solve the actual problem specifically according to different 

application scenarios, which is an important research trend at present. 

CNNs use shared parameters between convolutional layers, which make the 

algorithm less dependent on memory size. Moreover, shared parameters can reduce the 

number of parameters for training, thus improving the performance of the algorithm. 

Compared to other machine learning algorithms that require image pre-processing or 

extraction of image features, CNN algorithms can omit these steps when processing 

images, which is an advantage for users[6]. 

Although several algorithms have been applied to deep learning, the application of 

deep learning is still limited by some shortcomings: for example, the construction of 

deep models needs to be built on the basis of many samples. In practical applications, 

the application scenarios of the algorithm have been launched with great success in 

areas such as face recognition and license plate character recognition, and many 
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excellent successes have been launched. The research of this topic is carried out based 

on CNN face recognition technology. 

 

1.3 Outline 

Face recognition technology has the characteristics of change and diversity because 

the face image used is not fixed, and the face expression, makeup, decoration, lighting, 

and resolution in non-ideal scenes can affect the accuracy of recognition. This paper 

focuses on the CNN-based face recognition technology for non-ideal scenes. The 

advantages of this technique over traditional face recognition techniques are the high 

recognition accuracy, the ease of user recognition and the lack of focus on feature 

specifics. The main research structure of this paper is in below: 

Chapter 1 introduces the background, motivation and framework of this paper to lay 

the foundation of this research. 

Chapter 2 introduces the core technologies and concepts involved in this study, 

focusing on the fundamentals and implementation of CNNs. By studying the basic 

principles of CNN models, the convolutional and downsampling functions included in 

the MatConvnet framework are used to process the images, and the results obtained are 

used to construct the convolutional and downsampling layers of the convolutional 

neural network model, etc., so as to build the required CNN training model. All 

implementations of the model are done using the MATLAB-based MatConvnet 

framework, and its library files, along with GPU acceleration. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to the construction and training of a convolutional neural 

network model for face recognition. The coarse convolutional neural network model in 

this paper is designed as a ten-layer structure with five convolutional layers, four 

pooling layers and one fully connected layer. The model is also used to train and test 

on a pre-processed grayscale face image dataset. The face data set is trained by the 

model to optimize and tune the model parameters. The fine model then adds a set of 

convolutional and pooling layers to the coarse model, and the ninth layer of the source 

network is connected to the newly added convolutional layer to extract deeper features 

during the fine training. This model is used to train the face dataset and to achieve 

optimal adjustment of the model parameters. Based on the trained network, face 

recognition tests are carried out using the test set. 

Chapter 4 is about CNN-based face recognition experiments and results reporting in 

non-ideal scenes. This chapter mainly investigates face recognition in conventional and 

non-ideal scenes, and uses the trained CNN model to recognize face information in non-

ideal scenes. 

The last chapter is a summary and outlook. 
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Chapter 2 Previous Work 

2.1 Face recognition 

2.1.1 Classification of face recognition 

Based on the broad application scenario and huge application value of face 

recognition technology, there are more technology expansion applications around face 

recognition technology, and several categories of face recognition technology 

classification have been formed accordingly. According to the different core application 

technologies of face recognition, face recognition can be divided into the following 

categories [7]. 

(1) Template based face recognition method 

A face template is a pre-prepared comparison face without any obscuring object. 

When face recognition verification is carried out, the face template is placed at the 

center of the recognition subject's graphic, positioned according to coordinate planning, 

and the appropriate scaling size, angle and direction are selected. The key is to find the 

value of the center coordinate of the face template, and after the center coordinate value 

is located, the correlation and match between the face template and the subject face 

image are compared, which is used as the basis for face recognition verification. 

(2) Face recognition method based on a priori geometric knowledge 

A priori geometric knowledge refers to the geometric model of the important feature 

parts of the face, which is extracted based on the geometric feature values of specific 

feature parts. Specifically, the important parts of the face, such as eyes, nose, eyebrows, 

mouth and other feature points, are extracted inductively for their geometric feature 

values such as relative distance, proportion and spatial structure, and the geometric 

parameters of spatial feature vectors of multiple dimensions are obtained, and the one 

with the smallest value of the before-and-after comparison is taken as the result of face 

recognition. 

(3) Face recognition method based on statistical theory 

Facial features of human faces have statistical dimensional significance and can rely 

on statistical tools for standard quantification of facial features. Therefore, the face 

recognition based on statistical theory constructs the statistical model of recognition 

through the numerical statistics of the facial features of the face sample of the 

recognition subject, and uses the size of the statistical probability value as the basis for 

judging the accuracy of recognition. The advantage of face recognition based on 

statistical theory is that it has better robustness, i.e., it is less affected by light and image 

size. However, the disadvantage is that it is computationally intensive and requires a 

high degree of expertise for recognition, which is not conducive to widespread 

implementation. 

(4) Neural network-based face recognition method 
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A neural network is a topological network containing a large number of processing 

nodes, which are connected to each other by weighted values. Neural network-based 

face recognition means that these weighted values are continuously adjusted in the 

learning process, and face recognition is performed by relying on back-propagation of 

primary colors to internally transform the input high-dimensional data into a low-

dimensional subspace and thus preserve the important information in the source image 

data to form a discriminator for face recognition. 

2.1.2 Face recognition process 

The processing process of face recognition technology can be divided into four parts: 

face detection, image pre-processing, face feature extraction and face recognition, and 

each part is divided into specific operation steps, so the whole process of face 

recognition is complicated and systematic from the technical level, and each step has a 

decisive influence on the accuracy and matching degree of the final face recognition 

result. Therefore, the realization of face recognition function needs to rely on the 

comprehensive and standardized process operation mode of various technologies [8][9]. 

The process of face recognition is shown in Figure 2-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Schematic diagram of face recognition processing flow 

 

1. Face detection 

Face detection is to detect the exact location of the recognized face from the target 

image. Face detection can distinguish the whole image into face panels and non-face 

panels, so as to focus more on face panels for target recognition. Especially for face 

recognition in non-ideal scenes, the boundaries between face panels and non-face 

panels are often not very clear, and face detection is needed to detect and locate the face 

panels with unclear boundaries. The process of face detection is divided into two steps: 

first, it needs to detect whether the target image has a face part; second, if a face part 

that meets the recognition criteria is not detected, the whole face recognition process 

will be terminated, and if a face part that meets the recognition criteria is detected, it 

will enter the module recognition stage of face part detection, and the complete face 

will be detected and used in the next stage of processing. The non-ideal scenarios in the 

face detection stage, including lighting conditions, face angle, facial glasses hair, face 

size and other factors, have an important impact on the successful implementation of 

face detection[9]. The core technical means of face detection mainly includes two parts: 
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geometric features and image blocks. According to the specific situations of non-ideal 

scenes encountered in the face detection process, the selection of technical means of 

face detection is carried out in order to derive the most optimal face detection results. 

2. Image pre-processing 

Image pre-processing is a series of pre-processing of the face slab processed in the 

face detection stage before entering the formal face recognition stage to enhance the 

final presentation of face recognition. Image acquisition is an important part and the 

basic part of face recognition. However, image acquisition often has to face the 

interference of many non-ideal scenes, leading to the existence of distortion and noise 

pollution and other drawbacks of the collected images, at this time, if the collected 

original images are not pre-processed, it is likely to make the application of recognition 

substantially more difficult. Image pre-processing is divided into two parts: image 

enhancement and image restoration. Among them, image enhancement is to make the 

effective features more prominent and the irrelevant features weaker through targeted 

enhancement processing of the feature part of the captured image, which is more 

conducive to the development of face recognition. Typical representatives of image 

enhancement methods include histogram equalization, image smoothing and denoising, 

grayscale transformation, pseudo-color processing, etc. Image restoration is to restore 

the effective features lost in the image due to various scene constraints and non-ideal 

factors through a series of technical means. There are many scenes and situations for 

image restoration, which require specific and targeted technical processing. For 

example, a noisy image can be regarded as the final image after degradation, and the 

degradation process can usually be expressed as a combination of linear blur and 

Gaussian noise, using the a priori knowledge of the image to build a model for it, and 

solving the degradation process in reverse to obtain the essential image[10]. 

3. Face feature extraction 

Face feature extraction is the key part of face recognition, and many index features 

that determine the accuracy of face recognition need to be determined in this part. The 

face has the property of high-dimensional sample, which makes the existing technical 

means for the processing of the original image have many limitations. Therefore, the 

extraction of target features for recognition and comparison becomes a reliable path for 

face recognition technology processing. Feature extraction is to decompose the high-

dimensional human image into several low-dimensional feature slabs, and through the 

mapping from high-dimensional to low-dimensional, so that the subsequent face 

recognition only needs to compare several low-dimensional feature slabs to achieve the 

purpose of face recognition. The existing feature extraction methods are mainly divided 

into the following categories: geometric feature method, statistical feature method, 

support vector machine, and kernel technique. Each type of face feature extraction 

method has its own relative advantages, and the selection of face feature extraction 

method is carried out according to the different face scenes. 

4. Classifier design 

Classifier design is the result output link of face recognition. According to the 

demand orientation of face recognition, the recognition result output based on classifier 

design is divided into two categories: confirmation and recognition. Classifier design 
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is to compare the samples to be tested with the samples in the training set and derive 

the degree of similarity between them. The confirmation requirement is to compare the 

samples to be tested with the samples in the training set in a one-to-one comparison, 

according to a set threshold, to achieve the confirmation function; the recognition 

requirement is relatively more complex, which is to compare the samples to be tested 

with each sample in the training set, and locate the specific sample with the most 

matching result as the result output, so as to complete the recognition function. It can 

be found that the confirmation problem is a simplification of the recognition problem. 

2.1.3 Application scenarios of face recognition 

Face recognition technology is developed continuously in response to the needs of 

social development. Therefore, the specific application of face recognition can be 

divided into corresponding specific scenes according to the social needs and market 

demand in order to carry out more targeted face recognition application development. 

Especially in recent years, the reliance on face recognition technology in the field of 

public security has deepened, and a series of applications based on face recognition 

technology matching public security management have been developed one after 

another, greatly enriching the application scenarios of face recognition technology. 

Moreover, the application of face recognition technology is a top-down popularization 

mode. Firstly, application development is carried out in public security and government 

management departments, and then commercialization and civilization popularization 

is carried out continuously, which makes the present face recognition application 

scenario richer. The face recognition technology itself is widely researched, spanning 

more than ten disciplines, including computer technology, image processing, pattern 

recognition, artificial intelligence, human-computer interaction, neural network, 

database technology, optical devices, cognitive science, physiology and psychology, 

and so on. At the same time, the development of face recognition technology itself can 

also play a reverse compensating role to these supporting technologies and further 

promote the development and progress of basic science[11]. 
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Table 2-1: Overview of face recognition application fields and application 

scenarios 

Applications Application scenarios 

Public 

Security 

Public security patrol, searching for lost people, detecting wanted 

fugitives, etc. 

Security Anti-terrorism alarm, security check, immigration check, etc. 

Transportation Train station "face entry", traffic violations, etc. 

Finance Remote account opening, face payment, credit card and social 

security identification 

Education Verification of candidate information, attendance, campus and 

dormitory access management 

Dining Food ordering, etc.; KFC concept store used face recognition 

ordering system for the first time in December 2016 

Retail Unmanned convenience store, shopping guide, etc. 

Entertainment Interactive games, face video splicing and segmentation, etc. 

2.2 Convolutional neural networks 

2.2.1 Introduction of Convolutional Neural Network 

Artificial neural network is a method of artificial intelligence that imitates the 

structure and units of human brain. However, in the process of image processing using 

traditional artificial neural network, despite the large amount of pre-processing work, 

there are still many noise factors in the image that affect the image recognition effect. 

In order to further improve the efficiency of image recognition, many different feature 

extraction algorithms and neural network models have been promoted one after another. 

Among them, convolutional neural network is the enhancement of artificial neural 

network, which is a special multilayer perceptron designed to automatically extract 

image features for recognizing two-dimensional images. The original image does not 

need much preprocessing to learn the invariant features of the image better. Currently, 

a typical convolutional neural network is a multilayer, trainable architecture. It includes 

input, convolutional layer (locally connected layer), sampling layer, normalization layer, 

fully connected layer, logistic regression layer and output layer, etc[12]. It becomes a 

hot topic of research for improving the recognition effect of convolutional neural 

networks on images, finding the most suitable network structure and parameter 

configuration for the dataset to be recognized, and the network structure with certain 

compatibility for different datasets. 

Convolutional Neural Network has obvious advantages in processing and using voice 

files or recognizing images. Convolutional neural networks have many features, but the 

main one is weight sharing, similar to biological neural networks, which can reduce the 

difficulty of the network model by reducing the number of weights, especially for those 

very complex network models, and can directly input the image with the network. 

Compared to traditional algorithms, convolutional neural networks perfectly avoid the 

relatively tedious pre-processing work, such as extracting features and reconstructing 
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relevant data, and it shows a high degree of invariance, both in terms of tilt processing 

and in terms of translation processing operations, etc. 

Among the multilayer network structures, convolutional neural networks 

successfully stand out among the many algorithms. Convolutional neural networks are 

able to effectively reduce the number of learned parameters in performing performance 

improvement training of forward BP algorithms. Since this network structure has been 

proposed, it has been able to reduce much of the preprocessing work related to the input 

data, significantly reducing the workload. From the very beginning of the input layer 

for data input, each layer is processed in a certain order, and then into the other levels 

of the structure, and in each level, there will be a convolution kernel will have 

significant features of the data analysis and selection, this method can be widely used 

to obtain the translation and rotation and other relatively invariant obvious features of 

the data up. 

 

2.2.2 Network structure of convolutional neural network 

Convolutional neural network is one of the neural network originally designed for 

image recognition, and the main features are local perceptual domain and weight 

sharing, as shown in Figure 2-2. These feature can reduce the calculated amount of 

neural network and also improve the robustness of neural network. This kind of network 

structure take advantage of the spatial interconnection of images and has invariant to 

translation, scaling, tilting or co-deformation. The most important is the convolutional 

layer that considered as an adaptive feature extraction solution. The collection of a large 

number of convolutional layers can make a convolutional neural network to 

progressively upgrade features from low level to high level, even at the pixel level. And 

since the convolutional neural network combines feature extraction and classification 

in one neural network, it can be trained end-to-end[13][14]. 

Convolutional neural network is composed of three parts: hidden layer, input layer, 

and output layer, and it has an additional hidden layer compared with a normal neural 

network. The hidden layer is the core component of the convolutional neural network, 

which is composed of three structures: the convolutional layer, the pooling layer and 

the fully connected layer. The convolutional layer exists to enable the network to extract 

the relevant features of the input data, and it consists of many convolutional kernels 

inside. Each convolutional kernel has a large number of neurons, and the neurons in the 

same kernel have the same weights. Since the pooling layer does not have a weight 

factor w, the pooling layer is not recognized as a separate layer in some studies: without 

a convolutional layer, there is no pooling layer. Pooling can significantly reduce the 

number of parameters in the network without changing some image features of the 

original data, and in general there are two types of pooling: maximum pooling and mean 

pooling. Fully connected layers are used in convolutional neural networks for image 

features processed by convolutional and pooling processes, which allow probabilistic 

output of the processed image features by nonlinearity[15]. 
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Figure 2-2: Convolutional neural network framework 

 

Multiple convolutional kernels and pooling kernels are interconnected by array to 

form the framework of the whole convolutional neural network, and each convolutional 

kernel is connected together by many individual neurons, and the network structure is 

shown in Figure 2-3. 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Convolutional neural network structure diagram 

 

Usually, there are the data input for convolution neural network is the color image 

that have three color channels of RGB. So that we usually will convolving the original 

data with three convolutional kernel filters, which will train to get the mapping layer 

on top of C1. The convolved image features are then processed by the relu activation 

function to point out the complex feature information of the image to get the mapping 

layer on top of S2. Then Pooling operation of pooling kernel will be used to select and 

filter feature, which been processed, to get the feature information map on C3. After 

that, transmit the information form C3 into S4 layer, and transmit the S4 layer pixels 

into other neural networks through the non-spatial expansion structure of fully 

connected layer to get one-dimensional signals. In convolutional neural networks, the 

C layer is generally referred to as the convolutional and pooling layers, and the size of 

the convolutional kernel is the size of the perceptual field. Generally, the smaller the 
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size of the convolution kernel, the more detailed the final image features obtained and 

the more obvious the results of the features will be. 

At the same time, since all the feature planes on the convolution layer use the same 

weight w, the number of parameters in the convolution process is smaller than that of 

traditional networks, which improves the complex structure of the network space. By 

convolving and pooling the input image data, each proposed feature can express the 

details of the original image in a more comprehensive way[16]. 

The number of internal parameters becomes large when the image features are 

extracted using convolution kernels in the convolution process. Therefore, in order to 

speed up the feature extraction, we add pooling kernels after each convolution kernel 

to reduce the number of features generated in each convolution kernel. In general, 

pooling kernels are expressed as max pooling and avg pooling. The max pooling kernel 

reduces the shift of the weight error in the convolution kernel when predicting the 

average value and also preserves more information texture of the image features. The 

mean pooling kernel reduces the variance of the prediction caused by the restricted 

domain size and preserves more background information of the image features. 

2.2.3 How Convolutional Neural Networks Work 

The most important element of experimenting with image data using convolutional 

neural networks is learning the weights w and biases b in the convolutional layer. Once 

the raw data is fed into the convolutional neural network, the convolutional kernel and 

the pooling kernel in the convolutional layer perform the extraction of features from 

the image. The extracted information is then processed using the relu activation 

function to obtain a new image feature map. The parameters in this map are calculated 

as follows: 

 

𝑢𝑗
𝑖 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑖−1 ∗ 𝑊𝑖𝑗
𝑖

𝑖∈𝑀𝑗
+ 𝑏𝑗

𝑖                      (2.1) 

𝑥𝑖
𝑖−1 = 𝑓(𝑢𝑗

𝑖)                           (2.2) 

Where 𝑥𝑖
𝑖−1 represents the output of the activation function, 𝑓(𝑢𝑗

𝑖) is the activation 

function, 𝑏𝑗
𝑖  is the bias of the convolution kernel, and 𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑖   is the weight of the 

convolution kernel. 

Convolutional neural network experiments are dominated by the study of weights w 

and biases b. This study uses a back-propagation algorithm. If the trained output has a 

certain error between the real output value and the trained output value, the weights and 

biases are first recalculated by the trained output and the real input during the 

backpropagation of the error. Then the error signal is back-propagated from the last 

convolutional layer to the input layer through the classifier, and the weights w and 

biases b are relearned in this process. The cost function model J (W,b;x,y) for the point 

(x, y) is: 
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J (W, b; x, y) =
1

2
‖ℎ𝑊,𝑏(𝑥) − 𝑦‖

2
                    (2.3) 

 

where y is the true input and ℎ𝑊,𝑏(𝑥)  is the output function. The generation of 

overfitting of the model is reduced by adding a bias: 

J(W, b) = 𝐽(W, b; x, y) +
𝜆

2
𝑊𝑇𝑊                    (2.4) 

2.3 Non-ideal scenarios 

2.3.1 Overview of non-ideal scenes of face recognition 

The current face recognition technology has achieved eye-catching technical results 

after decades of development process. In terms of the actual usage effect of the existing 

face recognition technology and commercial grade face recognition applications, the 

correct rate of face recognition can already reach more than 90% under the conditions 

of small data scale, ideal imaging environment and user cooperation, which indicates 

that face recognition can accomplish the general functions under regular scenes. 

However, it does not mean that face recognition technology and application already 

have the functional attributes to cope with any scenes[17]. In fact, in the face of some 

non-ideal scenes, the recognition ability of face recognition technology and application 

is tested to different degrees, and face recognition will appear unrecognizable in certain 

scenes where the difficulty of the scenes deepens. Therefore, the improvement of face 

recognition ability for non-ideal scenes is the main attack direction for face recognition 

technology and application research in the next stage. An excellent face recognition 

application must have good robustness to these disturbances. Categorizing these 

uncontrollable factors, the main factors affecting the performance of recognition 

algorithms are lighting, posture, expression, occlusion, age, image quality, and makeup 

cosmetic. 
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Table 2-2: Illustration of non-ideal scenarios of face recognition enumeration 

Illumination Too strong or too weak illumination or shadow due to angle changes can affect 

the appearance features of a face. The presentation of the same face under 

different illumination conditions can vary greatly, and this variation may even 

exceed the difference due to different faces. 

Expression Exaggerated face expressions can affect the structural information of faces to a 

greater extent, causing face template deformation and increasing the difficulty 

of feature extraction, which is also the reason for low recognition performance. 

Posture Pose changes affect the angle of face acquisition, and the face contour and the 

relative positions and distances of organs presented by the same face at different 

angles will change, which also increases the difficulty of feature extraction. 

Age The appearance presented at different ages will differ, such as skin texture, skin 

color, etc., which is also a problem face recognition must face. The human face 

will be changed with the age growth. So the algorithm of face recognition will 

have different recognition rate for same person in different age. Especially when 

in the growth period and aging severely, it will lead to the decrease of 

recognition rate. 

Image quality Inconsistent image sources, storage and transmission process will inevitably 

bring noise pollution to the image and affect the image quality, which also 

increases the difficulty of feature extraction and recognition. 

Makeup and 

face-lifting 

In the highly civilized modern society, people have become accustomed to 

wearing makeup when they go out, and the progress of medicine has brought 

more and more people the benefits that plastic surgery can enjoy, which 

undoubtedly also increases the difficulty of face recognition and requires 

comprehensive consideration from multiple aspects such as signal sensing and 

feature extraction to improve recognition performance. 

Large data 

size 

Usually a complete face recognition system often requires a large database set, 

and the performance of face recognition will gradually decrease as the database 

size increases. The decrease of recognition performance due to the increase of 

data size is also a problem that face recognition research has to face. 

 

2.3.2 Description of non-ideal scene classification for face recognition 

(1) Face recognition under incomplete sampling scenarios 

In most of time, image acquisition does not require contact with the subject and there 

is no human intervention, so face image acquisition in uncooperative scenarios is easily 

obscured. Especially in some tracking suspect videos, the suspects always wear hat, 

glasses, mask to cover their face. Which make the captured face image are not complete 

and clear. It will impact the feature extraction and matching even leading to the failure 

of the algorithm in serious cases[18]. 

(2) Face recognition in multi-pose scenarios 

The face pose problem mainly refers to the change of facial expression and the tilt 

angle of the face during image acquisition, which is also a technical difficulty that needs 
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to be solved in face recognition research. If make the head of the face rotated around 

the three-dimensional vertical coordinate axis when the image is acquired, it will cause 

the partial absence of facial information, and the feature of face cannot be collect 

correctly, which will impact the recognition result. Likewise, some large facial changes 

like crying, laugh and so on. will also impact the result of facial recognition. Currently, 

most of the face recognition algorithms mainly target frontal and quasi-frontal face 

images, and the recognition rate of face recognition algorithms will drop sharply when 

there is a large degree of pitching or left and right-side tilting[19]. 

(3) Face recognition under non-ideal lighting scenes 

Face recognition research is challenged by a series of uncontrollable factors, and 

among these uncontrollable factors, illumination variation is the primary challenge 

faced by face recognition research. For face recognition, Illumination is one of the most 

important challenge problem. Illumination affects the clarity of the captured image, 

which is inextricably linked to the accuracy of recognition. The light at different time 

such as day, night, etc. and different locations such as indoor, outdoor, etc. are 

completely different; even for the same light source, different irradiation angles will 

have different recognition results. The initial face recognition studies all assumed that 

the image set was collected under standard lighting environment, however, in practice, 

the lighting conditions are highly variable, and too bright, too dark, strong light and 

sidelight can cause image distortion and shadow, which seriously affects the appearance 

of faces in the images and causes the recognition rate to drop. Experiments show that 

drastic changes in illumination can lead to significant changes in the structure of face 

information, and in many cases, the differences in face imaging due to changes in 

illumination are even greater than those due to differences in people. There are two 

main reasons for the low performance of face recognition caused by illumination. 

Firstly, different illumination conditions can cause intra-class differences in faces, i.e. 

the same face will show external differences due to inconsistent illumination conditions; 

secondly, illumination itself has infinite dimensional characteristics, and it affects face 

images, both in relation to its own light source and also in relation to the geometric 

features of face external appearance, surface reflectance, etc[20][21]. 

Illumination changes are complex and irregular, but it is a problem that face 

recognition has to face. The lighting conditions are different at different times and on 

different occasions, and sometimes the difference is even huge, which will cause huge 

differences in the external appearance of the face when reflected on the face, and then 

lead to a sharp decline in the performance of the whole face recognition system. 

Therefore, it is extremely necessary to implement illumination pre-processing before 

feature extraction of faces, and whether the effect of illumination variation can be 

effectively removed is the key to put face recognition research into practical application.  
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Chapter 3 Proposed Approach 

3.1 Experimental design 

There are many typical neural network architecture models, such as the classic 

LeNet.5, which is mainly used for recognizing handwritten fonts; AlexNet network 

with deeper and improved model; VGGNet designed by Oxford University; GooLeNet 

developed by the Internet giant Google; and ZF Net, etc. Networks such as AlexNet are 

developed on the basis of LeNet.5 with deeper and wider, as well as improved. The 

structure of LeNet-5 is not complicated, but it is a high reference value for building 

your own CNN model, and the CNN model used in this paper refers to the single 

channel structure of AlexNet to build your own CNN network coarse model. In the 

process of building, the CNN network is further extended according to the network 

training recognition effect, and an improved CNN network fine model with better 

recognition effect and good generalization performance for the sample set in non-ideal 

scenes is built[22]. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: AlexNet, Corse model, Fine model structure 

 

The research process of this paper will mainly use Matlab programming language, 

and MatConvnet deep learning framework of Matlab is used as a tool to conduct CNN 

learning research. For this research, MatConvnet provides a convenient and rich deep 

learning library, and also has powerful interface calls. The MatConvnet framework 

based on MatConvnet is also used to build convolutional neural network models quickly. 

With the above advantages, many programs and models in this research can be written 

and built easily and quickly. In addition, during the experimental execution, the 

intervention of a large number of existing libraries is required. Table 3-1 presents the 

core libraries and their functional features utilized in this experimental program[23]. 
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Table 3-1: Introduction to the core libraries for running the experimental program 

Core 

Library 

Features 

MatConvnet MatConvnet is a very simplified, modular degree of learning framework for 

neural networks very well. Configuration is very simple, written in Matlab, easy 

to view and modify the code. Based on Matlab + MatConvnet development, the 

modules can be packaged into a user-friendly API, the direct use of MatConvnet's 

own framework can reduce a lot of detail program writing, it is modular, from 

design to produce results is a very rapid process. 

CuDNN CuDNN (CUDA Deep Neural Network) is an acceleration library for deep neural 

networks in the CUDA framework. It is a standard library from NVIDIA to 

accelerate the deep learning training process with high performance, ease of use, 

and low memory overhead. At this stage, deep learning is inseparable from GPU 

acceleration, and CuDNN is not necessary when using GPU to train models, but 

it is generally used more often. 

Numpy Numpy is a matrix-based mathematical computing library that provides multi-

dimensional array support, and can be visualized as a matrix processor by 

combining with MatConvnet. In this experimental design, it is mainly used for 

image data processing. 

CUDA CUDA, the general-purpose parallel computing model, can be thought of as a 

library, but rather as a parallel computing framework introduced by NVIDIA 

based on its own GPU. It requires that the computation to be performed is 

massively parallelizable to be useful. cUDA is transparent, scalable, etc., and 

depends mainly on the hardware graphics card. 

Opencv To recognize a face in a non-ideal scene, it is first necessary to detect and locate 

the position of the face in the image. this design uses the face detector designed 

by Opencv library for face detection. And after the detection, the face is cropped 

and saved to realize the pre-processing of face recognition. 

 

The face database for this experiment is mainly collected from the field, and 

according to the needs of the experimental environment and parameter settings, the 

undercomplete scene, multi-pose scene and non-ideal lighting scene are set up 

respectively, and each scene is subdivided into corresponding scenes according to the 

needs of scene parameters and dimensions. The under-complete scene was divided into 

scene parameter settings under different resolutions and wearers; the non-ideal lighting 

scene was divided into scene parameter settings under different lighting angles and 

brightness; the multi-stance scene was set according to different common postures, 

including low head, raised head, left half side head, left side head, right half side head, 

right side head, right side face, etc. After completing the experimental scene settings, 

the initial settings of the experimental architecture were made to unify the resolution, 

contrast, recognition accuracy, compensation mechanism and other relevant settings 

that may affect the experimental results. 
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3.2 Face data samples 

Convolutional neural network-based image processing requires a large collection of 

images for the computer to learn. There are many databases dedicated to faces with rich 

database size and variety. The widely used ones are CASIA WebFace face database 

designed by CAS, LFW face comparison dataset, FG.NET face dataset and MORPH 

face dataset, CACD2000 face dataset, etc[24][25]. 

In this paper, we use convolutional neural network model to extract face features, 

and the limited scenes are some non-ideal scenes introduced above one by one. 

Therefore, for the qualification of "non-ideal scenes", the paper plans to select the 

sample sets that meet the conditions of "non-ideal scenes" that can be obtained from 

the above datasets. Usually, the images are inputted by cutting and resizing the collected 

images, and then the face database is grayed out and used as training input. As shown 

in Figure 3-1. 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Sample set of face recognition after grayscale processing  

(Source: From reference [7], uder Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 

License) 
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3.2.1 Experiments of CNN models in under-complete sampling scenarios 

As shown in Figure 3-2, the experimental architecture of the comparison under the 

incomplete sampling scenes has two main components, which are divided into two 

categories with wearers and low-resolution scenes. Among them, each group of 

wearables is one standard front face photo, three photos with eyes (glass1, glass2, 

glass3) and three photos with hats (hat1, hat2, hat3), totaling five groups. Each group 

of low-resolution photos was divided into one standard face photo and three low-

resolution photos, for a total of five groups tested. 

 

 

Figure 3-3: Experimental design architecture for the undercomplete scenario 

 

The experimental process in the undercomplete sampling scenario is based on the 

experimental design idea of shooting experimental samples without wearer, with wearer 

(glasses, hat) and standard subscale rate and low resolution (three groups with different 

low resolution) respectively. The data is the portrait samples wearing different styles of 

glasses, different styles of different angles of hats, and without any wearing object. 

Among them, the uncovered portrait samples are used as training set samples and the 

covered portrait samples are used as samples to be detected, which are imported into 

the three face recognition applications to obtain the results and record them.  On the 

other hand, for the standard resolution and three low resolution portrait inspection 

materials, the standard resolution portrait samples are used as training set samples, three 

different sets of low-resolution portrait samples are used as samples to be detected, 

which are imported into the three face recognition applications, and the results are 

obtained and recorded, while the other sets of portrait samples are compared according 

to the same procedure. 
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3.2.2 Experiments of CNN models in multi-pose scenes 

As shown in Figure 3-3, the experimental architecture of the comparison in multi-

pose scenes consists of two main parts, i.e., standard face photos and different pose face 

photos. A total of five groups were evaluated, and each group was divided into one 

standard face photo, and ten different pose photos (low head, raised head, left half side 

head, left side head, left side face, right half side head, right side head, right side face, 

etc.). 

 

 
Figure 3-4: Experimental design architecture of multi-pose scenario 

 

The experimental process in the multi-pose scenario is based on the experimental 

design idea of taking experimental samples of standard pose face photos and different 

pose face photos respectively. The data have the different pose portrait samples and the 

standard pose portrait samples. Among them, the standard pose portrait inspection 

material is used as the training set sample and the multi-pose portrait inspection material 

is used as the sample to be detected, which are imported into three face recognition 

applications to obtain and record the results. 

3.2.3 Experiments of CNN models under non-ideal illumination scenarios 

As shown in Figure 3-4, the experimental architecture of the comparison under non-

ideal lighting scenes consists of two main parts, including the effects of light angle and 

light brightness changes on the application accuracy. Among them, each group of 

photos in the angle part is a standard front face photo and five photos under different 

lighting conditions (forward lighting, left 30-degree lighting, left 45-degree lighting, 

right 30-degree lighting, right 45-degree lighting); each group of photos in the 

luminance part is a standard front face photo and six photos with different lighting 

intensities (-30, -20, -10, +10, +20, +30). 
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Head down Head up
Left half side 

head
Left side of the 
head and face

Right half side 
head

Right side head Right side face
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Figure 3-5: Experimental design architecture for non-ideal lighting scenarios 

 

The experimental process in the non-ideal lighting scenario was based on the 

experimental design idea of taking experimental samples with standard light angle, five 

groups of different light angles and standard light intensities, and six groups of different 

light intensities, respectively. For non-ideal illumination scene with light angle portrait 

inspection material, the data is the portrait samples under different lighting angles. 

Among them, the standard-lighting-angle portrait samples are used as training set 

samples and the different-lighting-angle portrait samples are used as samples to be 

detected, which are imported into the three face recognition applications respectively 

to obtain the results and record them. For non-ideal lighting scene with light brightness 

portrait inspection material, the portrait samples under standard illumination are used 

as training set samples and the portrait samples under different illumination are used as 

samples to be detected, which are imported into the three face recognition applications 

respectively, and the results are obtained and recorded.  

3.3 First stage: initial CNN model construction 

As shown in Figure 3-5, a CNN structure diagram is designed in this paper with 

reference to the LeNet-5 network structure, which has 10 layers, including 5 

convolutional layers, 4 pooling layers and 1 fully connected layer. This model is used 

as the first coarse network model for training and testing. 

 

Non-ideal 

lighting

Light Angle

Standard light 

angle

Five different 

sets of light 

angles

Light 

brightness

Standard light 

brightness

Six groups of 

different light 

brightness
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Figure 3-6: Schematic diagram of the initial CNN model structure 

 

(1) Data layer 

The main role of the data layer is to input relevant information, and often to be able 

to distinguish the differences between the data, to add labels to the data. When the data 

with labels is input, it will be further processed in the whole CNN network structure to 

the final model to process the data into a specific feature vector. The data labels as 

images are then compared in the network model to form a specific calculation of the 

loss function. The data layer in this stage covers both regular and non-ideal scenes, i.e., 

the face dataset in the full scene. 

(2) Convolutional layer 

In the CNN network structure model designed in this paper, a total of five 

convolutional layers exists. Convolutional layers 1 and 3 are used to compute the 

convolution of the image information after receiving it, and can activate the input 

information in time for normalization. The other three convolutional layers are basically 

the same in the process of convolutional computation of the image information. When 

the image information from the previous layer enters the convolutional layer, as shown 

in Figure 3-6, the convolutional layer 5 will perform three activations and three 

convolutional calculations on the input information, using a cascade of convolutional 

forms, using small-sized convolutional kernels (1×1, 3×3, 5×5), and finally a maximum 

pooling; convolutional layers 7 and 8 will convolve the image information again. The 

purpose of the multiple convolution operation is to reduce the parameters of the deep 

learning network, so that the depth of the network can be guaranteed. At the same time, 

the gradient disappearance will affect the whole CNN output result, so in the 

convolution layer 5, the convolved image is added to the full connection and regression 

again, and the dimensionality is set to 2010 according to the image data set to be 

trained[26][27][28]. 

The purpose of the normalization process is to prevent the data information of the 

input image set from being scattered, which makes the generalization ability of the 

whole CNN model insufficient. In this paper, a batch normalization of the data set is 

used to aggregate the data and transform it into a data set with mean 0 and variance 1. 
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Figure 3-7: Schematic diagram of C5 convolutional layer operation 

 

(3) Activation function 

The activation of the data used in the CNN network structure model adopted in this 

paper is inspired by the development of neuroscience. By activating the neurons of the 

data, this nonlinear function can be constrained to the input and output data, thus 

effectively reducing the overfitting of the network. As shown in Figure 3-7, the 

commonly used activation functions are shown. Among them, Figure 3-7(a) is the 

Sigmoid function, Figure 3-7(b) is the Tanh function, Figure 3-7(c) is the Relu 

(Rectified Linear Units) function, and Figure 3-7(d) is the schematic diagram of the 

Softplus function. 

Among them, the Sigmoid type function can be seen in the figure, mainly the 

information related to the middle region is processed for gain, while the data will be 

suppressed twice. There are similarities with the processing in neuron science. However, 

the Sigmiod type function will be activated about 50% of the time during the activation 

of the input signal in the model, which is different from the relevant theory and will 

cause great trouble to the training of the data set. Softpuls function can be regarded as 

a smoother version of Relu function, which is different from Relu function in that it 

does not have the effect of sparse signal. By comparison, it is found that the Relu 

function can process the data faster and is more efficient for training the input data set, 

so the Relu function regression method is used in this designed model[29][30]. 
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Figure 3-8: Schematic diagram of the activation function 

 

(4) Batch normalization and Dropout 

Another improvement of the convolutional network structure designed in this time, 

compared with the traditional CNN, is the method and parameter settings, where a 

normalization operation is added to each convolutional layer before inputting the next 

layer, which on the one hand allows for faster convergence and at the same time controls 

overfitting to reduce the regularization operation. In addition, it also allows the use of 

a larger learning rate during training. Also due to the large number of CNN layers and 

the corresponding number of network parameters, the database face images designed 

in this paper are limited and the data set is relatively small, in order to avoid the 

overfitting process, parameter tuning is used in which the Dropout strategy is used, and 

due to the use of batch normalization, the Dropout ratio is set slightly lower (0.2 to 0.5) 

than the 0.5 of the traditional method. 

(5) Pooling layer 

As described in Chapter 2, the network is constructed using a maximum pooling 

approach with a step size of 2. This means that the size and step size of the pooling 

kernel are defined at the beginning, so that the maximum value is found in a specific 

region. 

(6) Fully connected layer 

The fully connected layer is, in general, at the end of the whole network. This layer 

is able to transform the digital images input from the data layer into feature vectors after 

convolutional pooling and to do normalization of the feature vectors. The specific 

structure and parameters have been introduced in Chapter 2. 
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3.4 Second stage: improved CNN model construction 

In the subsequent experiments, it was found that the CNN model constructed in 

Section 3.3, which tested well in the face library, began to decline in recognition rate 

when the model was applied to face image datasets in non-ideal scenes, and could not 

perform the recognition task well. Therefore, further improvement of this network is 

considered. Considering the complexity of non-ideal scenes, a deeper CNN network 

model is considered in this section. This model combines the convolutional neural 

network model of the previous section as one of the components of the new network 

structure: Network 1. Based on the recognition training results of non-ideal scenes, a 

convolutional layer and a pooling layer after tuning the parameters are added 

respectively to form another component of the new network: Network 2. In order to 

fully consider the impact of non-ideal scenes on face recognition accuracy, the 

expanded network model structure is used, and the specific network structure is shown 

in Figure 3-8. 

In the fine training process, the convolutional layer in the newly added network 2 is 

connected to the last pooling layer of the coarse model network, and then after a pooling 

and full connection, the last layer is still a regression layer, except that the vector 

dimension of the regression changes at this time according to the different data sets. 

The main purpose of the fine training process is to adjust the parameters in network 2, 

and to obtain a new model, as can be seen from the subsequent experiments, network 

Therefore, in the fine training process, the parameters of the trained model of network 

1 are still used in the coarse training phase, i.e., the parameters of the pooling layer and 

all network layers before it is fixed, and only the convolutional layer and pooling layer 

of network 2 are further trained and tuned. When the improved model is used for 

training, the original training database is still used for coarse training, while the new 

finely trained network with the addition of Network 2 requires the inclusion of a 

homemade face image dataset in a non-ideal scene in the training set for more in-depth 

feature extraction. 
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Figure 3-9: Schematic diagram of the structure of the improved CNN model 
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Chapter 4 Experiments and Results 

4.1 Experimental setup and environment configuration 

In the process of CNN training and testing, there are many parameters to choose and 

set. In the adjustable parameters, summarizing the experience and information, there 

are certain reference standards for setting initialization of some parameters, which will 

be briefly introduced in this section. 

For the coarse training network, the activation function has been introduced in 

Section 3.3, this experiment uses the currently commonly used Relu function; each 

layer uses the zero-mean Gaussian function to initialize the weights; the batch size is 

set to 80; to prevent training interruptions, every 20 epoch to save the network 

parameters, the validation period is set to 8; the dropout ratio is set to 50%, the training 

The initial learning rate is set to 0.01, and the learning rate is adjusted using the STEP 

strategy, which reduces the learning rate by a factor of ten for every 65 iterations; this 

experiment uses a single GPU and utilizes CUDA acceleration for the network to 

improve the training speed[31] [32]. 

For the fine-training network, which aims to further extract the depth information of 

the data images to obtain the features that extract better robustness to face images in 

non-ideal scenes, the parameter settings are the same as those of the coarse network, 

except that the number of training cycles is set to 200 during the further fine-training 

process. As shown in Table 4-1, the parameter configurations for the two training stages. 

 

Table 4-1: Parameter configurations for each training stage 

Test Training 

cycle 

Test 

cycle 

Save 

cycle 

Batch Initial 

learning 

rate 

Processor Training 

Momentum 

Weight 

decay 

Rough 

training 

100 8 100 80 0.01 GPU 0.9 0.0005 

Fine 

training 

200 8 200 60 0.01 GPU 0.9 0.0005 

 

The environment configuration used for the experiments is shown in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2: Configuration table of the running environment 

Item Type Configuration 

CPU AMD A4 APU (tm)2.6GHz 

GPU GTX HD970 4G VM 

Memory 8G RAM 

Hard Disk 500GB HDD 

Operating System Windows 10 Basic (64 bit) 

Software Version MATLAB R2014b 

 

4.2 CNN face recognition training experiments 

In this section, only the CNN coarse and fine models described in the previous 

section are trained and tested. The applied face dataset training sets are mainly external 

face datasets in regular scenes and homemade face datasets in non-ideal scenes, where 

the images are all manually extracted from some high-quality face data images as well 

as the face images of some celebrities crawled on the Internet to form the dataset. 

(1) Network 1 training test experiment 

The network 1 trained in this experiment mainly tests the recognition of common 

faces in regular scenes, and the dataset is selected as 50% of the total training dataset. 

The ratio of training set to validation set is unchanged. The training processes each 

parameter configuration is configured according to the coarse training network 

parameters in the previous section, and 200 is set as the training period. The test 

accuracy is the one-dimensional vector of the final output regression of the network, 

which is transformed into a probability vector to determine the probability that the input 

image belongs to the label class. 

From the experimental results, it can be seen that the final network is converged, and 

as the training proceeds, the loss values of the test set and the training set keep 

decreasing, and the accuracy of the test set keeps increasing. The final test accuracy 

reaches 96.4%. It can be seen that the training effect of network model 1 is good on this 

dataset. 

Then the face dataset in regular scenes is selected for network testing experiments. 

The test was conducted according to the testing protocol provided by this database, and 

a total of 300 face pairs were selected. The database testing method is actually to input 

a pair of images separately on the already trained network, get two each feature vectors 

through the network, and determine that the two images are not yet one person by 

calculating the cosine similarity of the vectors according to the set threshold. After the 

test, the ROC (receiver operating characteristic curve) curve commonly used for face 

recognition was obtained to be the most evaluation index, as shown in Figure 4-1. In 

the ROC curve, the larger the area included in the lower right of the curve, the better 

the model effect, and the final test accuracy was 91.8%. It can be seen that the coarse 

model of network 1 is tested well on the face dataset in conventional scenes. 
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Figure 4-1: Network 1 face recognition ROC graph (conventional scene) 

 

In order to further experiment, the trained model of Network 1 is also used and the 

same criteria are used to test the experiment on the data set under non-ideal scenes. 

Therefore, on the basis of network 1, this paper proposes an improved "fine model" 

by adding network 2. 
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Figure 4-2: Network 2 face recognition ROC graph (non-ideal scenario) 

4.3 Comparison experiments of different CNN models for non-ideal 

scene face recognition 

In order to compare the superiority of the improved CNN model used in this paper, 

this section will use other face recognition algorithms in a non-ideal scene face library 

for testing experimental comparison. Given the size of the network structure and 

hardware equipment conditions, training tests are conducted on a total of 600 pairs of 

face images, of which 300 pairs belong to the same person. The selected comparison 

algorithms are fine model, coarse model, and AlexNet for comparison tests to 

quantitatively analyze the effect of different algorithms on face recognition in non-ideal 

scenes. Among them, the AlexNet network uses the model encapsulated in MatConvnet. 

4.3.1 Comparison of experimental results in incomplete sampling scenarios 

The experiments in the under-complete sampling scenes are divided into two 

categories: wearing objects and low-resolution scenes. 

A total of five groups of face recognition under low-resolution scenes are tested, and 
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Table 4-3 shows the data statistics about the low-resolution face recognition results of 

the three CNN models. According to the descriptive statistics in Table 4-4, it can be 

found that in the cross evaluation of the maximum value index item, the fine model is 

the first, the coarse model is the second, and AlexNet is the lowest, indicating that in 

the single face recognition result output, the fine model can achieve the maximum 

accuracy of recognition in the low resolution scene; in the cross evaluation of the 

minimum value index item, AlexNet is the lowest, the fine model is the second, and the 

coarse model is the highest, indicating that in the cross-sectional evaluation of the mean 

value metric, the coarse model is the highest, the fine model is the second highest, and 

AlexNet is the lowest, indicating that the coarse model performs the best, the fine model 

is the second, and AlexNet is the worst in the overall comparison of the accuracy of 

face recognition results in different low-resolution scenes. In the cross-sectional 

evaluation of the standard deviation index, the coarse model is the lowest, the fine 

model is the second, and AlexNet is the largest. The coarse model has the best 

performance among the three CNN models in the distribution of face recognition results 

in different low-resolution scenes, in terms of accuracy, balance and stability of the 

accuracy distribution. The recognition accuracy performance of the fine model is in the 

middle level, and the recognition accuracy of AlexNet is the weakest. 

 

Table 4-3: Statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models in low-

resolution scenes 

Resolution Characters 1 

Resolution1 Resolution2 Resolution3 

Fine Model 99.68 99.17 97.57 

Coarse Model 99.68 99.64 99.1 

AlexNet 98.26 98.39 94.23 

Resolution 
Characters 2 

Resolution1 Resolution2 Resolution3 

Fine Model 99.81 99.36 96.2 

Coarse Model 99.68 99.61 99.06 

AlexNet 99.32 98.38 94.79 

Resolution 
Characters 3 

Resolution1 Resolution2 Resolution3 

Fine Model 99.7 98.94 96.24 

Coarse Model 99.67 99.59 98.82 

AlexNet 98.65 97.63 90.91 

Resolution 
Characters 4 

Resolution1 Resolution2 Resolution3 

Fine Model 99.4 98.43 94.08 

Coarse Model 99.68 99.56 97.67 

AlexNet 98.84 97.45 89.36 

Resolution 
Characters 5 

Resolution1 Resolution2 Resolution3 
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Fine Model 99.6 99.08 95.3 

Coarse Model 99.68 99.61 98.86 

AlexNet 98.58 98.38 90.68 

 

Table 4-4: Descriptive statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models 

in low-resolution scenes 

 Maximum Minimum Mean Std 

Fine Model 99.81 94.08 98.17 1.78 

Coarse Model 99.68 99.1 99.33 0.54 

AlexNet 99.32 89.36 96.26 3.28 

 

A total of six groups were tested for face recognition in the wearing object scenario, 

and Table 4-5 shows the data statistics about the wearing object face recognition results 

of the three CNN models. According to the descriptive statistics in Table 4-6, the coarse 

model is the first, the fine model is the second, and AlexNet is the lowest in the cross 

evaluation of the maximum value index, which means that the coarse model can achieve 

the maximum recognition accuracy in the single face recognition result output; in the 

cross evaluation of the minimum value index, AlexNet is the lowest, the fine model is 

the second, and the coarse model is the highest, which means that in the cross-sectional 

evaluation of the mean value metric, the fine model is the highest, the coarse model is 

the second, and the AlexNet is the lowest, indicating that the fine model performs the 

best, the coarse model is the second, and the AlexNet is the worst in the overall 

comparison of face recognition accuracy in different wearer scenarios. In the cross 

evaluation of the standard deviation index, the fine model is the lowest, the coarse 

model is the second, and AlexNet is the largest, indicating that the fine model has the 

most balanced recognition accuracy distribution and the most stable output, the coarse 

model is the second, and AlexNet is the worst in the distribution of face recognition 

results under the wearing object scenario. Comparing the statistical indexes, we can 

find that among the face recognition results distribution of the three CNN models in 

different wearing object scenarios, the fine model has the best performance, both in 

terms of accuracy and the balance and stability of accuracy distribution. The recognition 

accuracy of the coarse model is in the middle level, and the recognition accuracy of 

AlexNet is the weakest, and in the recognition of some inspection images, AlexNet even 

appears to be unable to recognize the extreme situation. 

 

Table 4-5: Statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models in the 

wearing object scene 

Wearing 

object 

Characters 1 

glass1 glass2 glass3 hat1 hat2 hat3 

Fine 

Model 
97.29 96.66 95.9 94.9 94.48 94.4 

Coarse 

Model 
97.8 98.27 96.57 88.27 77.44 72.96 

AlexNet 87.26 86.49 86.24 83.8 83.5 81.76 
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Wearing 

object 

Characters 2 

glass1 glass2 glass3 hat1 hat2 hat3 

Fine 

Model 
91.93 91.45 85.72 91.37 91.33 91 

Coarse 

Model 
89.19 81.75 81.56 92.57 86.85 75.11 

AlexNet 78.37 0 0 79.76 80.49 79.71 

Wearing 

object 

Characters 3 

glass1 glass2 glass3 hat1 hat2 hat3 

Fine 

Model 
95.76 95.59 95.32 97.04 96.1 96.18 

Coarse 

Model 
98.14 96.74 97.45 97.3 97.16 97.32 

AlexNet 87.81 85.2 82.87 0 78.27 77.47 

Wearing 

object 

Characters 4 

glass1 glass2 glass3 hat1 hat2 hat3 

Fine 

Model 
97.64 97.74 93.3 95.46 96.34 94.39 

Coarse 

Model 
98.89 98.98 95.77 95.06 97.75 96.03 

AlexNet 87.47 86.97 83.53 75.46 81.81 80.02 

Wearing 

object 

Characters 5 

glass1 glass2 glass3 hat1 hat2 hat3 

Fine 

Model 
97.91 97.71 95.21 97.88 96.35 97.11 

Coarse 

Model 
98.67 98.83 93.69 98.74 97.32 97.94 

AlexNet 86.3 84.06 79.86 92.65 85.82 88 

Wearing 

object 

Characters 6 

glass1 glass2 glass3 hat1 hat2 hat3 

Fine 

Model 
98.48 96.65 96.71 96.71 98.06 98.22 

Coarse 

Model 
99.09 98.52 98.57 98.05 98.98 99.17 

AlexNet 89.78 88.82 87.45 83.73 92.01 91.92 

 

Table 4-6: Descriptive statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models 

under wearing object scenes 

 Maximum Minimum Mean Std 

Fine Model 98.48 85.72 95.40 2.61 

Coarse Model 99.09 95.06 93.96 7.26 

AlexNet 92.65 0 77.35 23.37 
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4.3.2 Comparison of experimental results in multi-pose scenarios 

The experimental structure of the multi-pose scenario comparison mainly consists of 

two parts, i.e., standard face photos and different posture face photos. A total of five 

groups were evaluated, and each group was divided into one standard face photo and 

ten different posture photos (head down, head up, left half side head, left side head, left 

side face, right half side head, right side head, right side face, etc.). The experimental 

procedure for the multi-pose scenario is to take the standard and different pose face 

photos respectively according to the experimental design. 

Five groups of face recognition were tested in the multi-pose scenario, and Table 4-

7 shows the statistics of the multi-pose face recognition results for the three CNN 

models. According to the descriptive statistics in Table 4-8, it can be found that in the 

cross evaluation of the maximum value index item, the fine model is the first, the coarse 

model is the second, and AlexNet is the lowest, which indicates that in the single face 

recognition result output, the fine model can achieve the maximum accuracy in the 

multi-pose scene. In the cross-sectional evaluation of the mean value metric, the fine 

model is the highest, the coarse model is the second, and the AlexNet is the lowest, 

indicating that the fine model performs the best, the coarse model is the second, and the 

AlexNet is the worst in the overall comparison of the accuracy of face recognition 

results in different multi-pose scenes. In the cross-sectional evaluation of standard 

deviation indexes, the fine model is the lowest, the coarse model is the second and 

AlexNet is the largest, indicating that the fine model has the most balanced recognition 

accuracy distribution and the most stable output in the distribution of face recognition 

results in multi-pose scenes, the coarse model is the second and AlexNet is the worst. 

Comparing the statistical indexes, we can find that among the face recognition results 

distribution of the three CNN models in the multi-pose scenario, the fine model has the 

best performance. In terms of accuracy, balance and stability of accuracy distribution, 

the fine model has the best performance among the three CNN models in the multi-pose 

scenario, and the leading advantage is obvious. The recognition accuracy of the coarse 

model is in the middle level, and the recognition accuracy of AlexNet is the weakest, 

and in the recognition of some inspection images, AlexNet even appears to be unable 

to recognize the extreme situation. 

 

Table 4-7: Statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models in multi-pose 

scenes 

Multi-

pose 

Characters 1 

Pose 

1 

Pose 

2 

Pose 

3 

Pose 

4 

Pose 

5 

Pose 

6 

Pose 

7 

Pose 

8 

Pose 

9 

Pose 

10 

Coarse 

Model 
98.4 97.55 88.11 1.59 97.43 89.16 99.47 49.64 97.79 22.09 

AlexNet 84.81 85.44 78.66 86.54 55.17 80.58 94.36 77.86 0 88.29 

Fine 

Model 
96.61 92.71 94.99 92.92 56.55 94.22 91.54 60.71 99.12 95.93 

Multi- Characters 2 
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pose Pose 

1 

Pose 

2 

Pose 

3 

Pose 

4 

Pose 

5 

Pose 

6 

Pose 

7 

Pose 

8 

Pose 

9 

Pose 

10 

Coarse 

Model 
88.21 86.83 78.12 0 84.01 75.6 0 93.35 85.95 64.89 

AlexNet 22.09 96.91 1.81 92.56 94.12 82.73 0.8 98.98 77.6 3.55 

Fine 

Model 
96.1 95.21 93.07 72.5 94.57 91.28 50.45 98.55 95.67 78.95 

Multi-

pose 

Characters 3 

Pose 

1 

Pose 

2 

Pose 

3 

Pose 

4 

Pose 

5 

Pose 

6 

Pose 

7 

Pose 

8 

Pose 

9 

Pose 

10 

Coarse 

Model 
87.94 87.02 86.5 29.41 82.08 91.78 21.69 1.35 99.27 96.96 

AlexNet 81.41 81.74 0 0 77.22 55.63 93.87 87.46 93.96 0 

Fine 

Model 
92.22 92.45 86.43 70.42 90.15 70.81 43.32 98.72 95.38 98.61 

Multi-

pose 

Characters 4 

Pose 

1 

Pose 

2 

Pose 

3 

Pose 

4 

Pose 

5 

Pose 

6 

Pose 

7 

Pose 

8 

Pose 

9 

Pose 

10 

Coarse 

Model 
96.92 95.34 80.54 1.91 95.75 85.35 1.08 99.19 93.29 79.15 

AlexNet 81.27 79.55 67.2 0 81.33 0 46.39 83.59 46.37 0 

Fine 

Model 
94.91 92.7 86.11 50.05 88.84 94.63 54.07 98.63 95.43 90.05 

Multi-

pose 

Characters 5 

Pose 

1 

Pose 

2 

Pose 

3 

Pose 

4 

Pose 

5 

Pose 

6 

Pose 

7 

Pose 

8 

Pose 

9 

Pose 

10 

Coarse 

Model 
85.98 75.57 43.27 11.09 48.62 3.6 1.71 99.26 94.48 1.5 

AlexNet 80.07 0 0 0 0 0 52.49 83.58 93.38 80.07 

Fine 

Model 
93.26 93.46 54.21 79.2 58.82 23.1 98.85 78.86 92.68 93.26 

 

Table 4-8: Descriptive statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models 

in multi-pose scenes 

 Maximum Minimum Mean Std 

Fine Model 98.55 43.32 83.83 17.58 

Coarse Model 98.4 1.08 65.52 36.81 

AlexNet 96.91 0 54.99 37.98 

4.3.3 Comparison of experimental results under non-ideal lighting scenarios 

The experimental architecture of the comparison under non-ideal illumination scenes 

consists of two main parts, including the effects of light angle and light brightness 

changes on the application accuracy. 
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A total of five groups of face recognition under non-ideal luminance scenes were 

tested, and Table 4-7 shows the data statistics about the non-ideal luminance face 

recognition results of the three CNN models. According to the descriptive statistics in 

Table 4-8, it can be found that in the cross evaluation of the maximum value index item, 

the coarse model is the first, the fine model is the second, and AlexNet is the lowest, 

indicating that in the single face recognition result output, the coarse model can achieve 

the maximum accuracy of recognition in the non-ideal luminance scene; in the cross 

evaluation of the minimum value index item, AlexNet is the lowest, the fine model is 

the second, and the coarse model is the highest, indicating that in In the cross-sectional 

evaluation of the mean value metric, the coarse model is the highest, the fine model is 

the second, and AlexNet is the lowest, indicating that the coarse model is the best, the 

fine model is the second, and AlexNet is the worst in the overall comparison of the 

accuracy of face recognition results in different non-ideal brightness scenes. In the 

cross-sectional evaluation of the standard deviation index, the coarse model is the 

lowest, the fine model is the second and AlexNet is the largest, indicating that the coarse 

model has the most balanced recognition accuracy distribution and the most stable 

output in the distribution of face recognition results under non-ideal brightness scenes, 

the fine model is the second and AlexNet is the worst. The coarse model has the best 

performance among the three CNN models in the distribution of face recognition results 

in non-ideal luminance scenes, in terms of accuracy, balance and stability of accuracy 

distribution. The recognition accuracy performance of the fine model is slightly worse 

than that of the coarse model, and the recognition accuracy of AlexNet is the weakest. 

 

Table 4-9: Statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models under 

luminance change scenes 

Luminance 

Change 

Characters 1 

-30 -20 -10 10 20 30 

Fine Model 96.83 97.6 97.78 99.01 98.04 96.52 

Coarse 

Model 
98.82 99 99.13 99.51 99.08 98.78 

AlexNet 88.56 90.42 92.28 95.42 91.93 89.86 

Luminance 

Change 

Characters 2 

-30 -20 -10 10 20 30 

Fine Model 96.81 97.14 97.26 98.92 98.11 96.39 

Coarse 

Model 
98.41 98.44 98.99 99.5 99.27 98.2 

AlexNet 87.16 87.34 90.98 93.22 92.54 88.37 

Luminance 

Change 

Characters 3 

-30 -20 -10 10 20 30 

Fine Model 96.5 96.6 96.76 98.83 98.29 97.52 

Coarse 

Model 
98.16 98.06 98.36 99.41 99.19 98.7 

AlexNet 85.26 85.06 86.37 95.63 92.09 88.76 

Luminance Characters 4 
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Change -30 -20 -10 10 20 30 

Fine Model 97.07 97.11 97.98 98.02 95.81 95.28 

Coarse 

Model 
98.5 98.54 98.63 99.03 98.28 97.81 

AlexNet 86.22 86.07 89.59 91.81 89.09 86.02 

Luminance 

Change 

Characters 5 

-30 -20 -10 10 20 30 

Fine Model 96.87 96.91 98.29 98.68 97.31 96.55 

Coarse 

Model 
98.17 98.3 98.89 99.46 98.98 98.51 

AlexNet 87.08 87.03 89.94 95.02 93.32 90.52 

 

Table 4-10: Descriptive statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models 

under luminance change scenes 

 Maximum Minimum Mean Std 

Fine Model 99.01 96.5 97.36 0.90 

Coarse Model 99.51 98.3 98.74 0.45 

AlexNet 95.02 85.06 89.77 2.98 

 

A total of five groups were tested for face recognition in the non-ideal angle scenario, 

and Table 4-11 shows the data statistics about the non-ideal angle face recognition 

results of the three CNN models. According to the descriptive statistics in Table 4-12, 

it can be found that in the cross evaluation of the maximum value index item, the coarse 

model is the first, the fine model is the second, and AlexNet is the lowest, indicating 

that in the single face recognition result output, the coarse model can achieve the 

maximum accuracy in the non-ideal angle scenario. In the cross-sectional evaluation of 

the mean value index, the fine model is the highest, the coarse model is the second 

highest, and AlexNet is the lowest, indicating that the fine model performs the best, the 

coarse model is the second highest, and AlexNet is significantly behind in the overall 

comparison of the accuracy of face recognition results in different non-ideal angle 

scenes. However, the standard deviation between the coarse model and the fine model 

is smaller, but the overall value is larger, indicating that in the distribution of face 

recognition results under non-ideal angle scenarios, the coarse model and the fine model 

have the most balanced distribution of recognition accuracy, but the output is less stable, 

and AlexNet is the worst. Comparing the statistical indicators, it can be found that 

among the face recognition results distribution of the three CNN models in the non-

ideal angle scenario, the coarse model and the fine model have similar recognition 

accuracy and have certain recognition ability, but the recognition stability is poor, and 

the recognition accuracy of AlexNet is the weakest. 

 

Table 4-11: Statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models under non-

ideal angle scenes 

Angle 

Change 

Characters 1 

Left side Right side Smooth Left 30 Right 30 
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light light light degrees degrees 

Fine Model 94.34 93 92.31 90.79 93.29 

Coarse 

Model 
96.86 96.9 80.64 0 94.07 

AlexNet 77.56 75.43 66.03 58.63 76.93 

Angle 

Change 

Characters 2 

Left side 

light 

Right side 

light 

Smooth 

light 

Left 30 

degrees 

Right 30 

degrees 

Fine Model 80.33 82.51 79.17 90.22 79.13 

Coarse 

Model 
74.1 83.06 83.41 74.54 93.49 

AlexNet 0 67.45 0 0 0 

Angle 

Change 

Characters 3 

Left side 

light 

Right side 

light 

Smooth 

light 

Left 30 

degrees 

Right 30 

degrees 

Fine Model 78.79 95.18 27.31 90.75 90.65 

Coarse 

Model 
96.67 66.83 85.11 74.94 49.62 

AlexNet 59.85 77.99 72.14 78.19 72.44 

Angle 

Change 

Characters 4 

Left side 

light 

Right side 

light 

Smooth 

light 

Left 30 

degrees 

Right 30 

degrees 

Fine Model 93.02 91.17 79.7 93.26 90.56 

Coarse 

Model 
83.6 89.48 72.85 94.01 89.6 

AlexNet 0 76.01 68.07 59.71 0 

Angle 

Change 

Characters 5 

Left side 

light 

Right side 

light 

Smooth 

light 

Left 30 

degrees 

Right 30 

degrees 

Fine Model 8.58 91.55 90.36 78.16 88.27 

Coarse 

Model 
88.49 91.4 82.87 66.4 77.09 

AlexNet 74.3 74.44 74.46 0 68.2 

 

Table 4-12: Descriptive statistics of face recognition results of three CNN models 

under non-ideal angle scenarios 

 Maximum Minimum Mean Std 

Fine Model 95.18 78.16 82.50 20.01 

Coarse Model 96.9 0 79.44 19.70 

AlexNet 77.56 0 51.11 32.32 
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4.3.4 Comprehensive comparison 

The above quantitative statistical analysis of the experimental results of the three 

CNN models was conducted separately, and the recognition performance of the three 

CNN models can be initially judged based on the visual display of statistical data and 

the indexed display of descriptive statistics. In order to better compare the effectiveness 

of the three CNN models for face recognition, two core metrics, accuracy and stability, 

are selected to focus on the effectiveness characteristics of the three CNN 

models[33][34]. Accuracy is defined as the mean value of data results, and stability is 

defined as the probability of achieving recognition accuracy of 85 and above, and the 

experimental comprehensive evaluation of the three CNN models is compiled as shown 

in Table 4-13. 

 

Table 4-13: Comprehensive comparison statistics of the three CNN models 

  Wearing 

object 

Low 

Resolution 

Multi-

pose 

Non-ideal 

brightness

  

Non-ideal 

angle 

Fine 

Model 

Accuracy 95.40 98.17 83.83 97.36 82.50 

Stability 100% 100% 94.6% 100% 98.6% 

Coarse 

Model 

Accuracy 93.96 99.33 65.52 98.74 79.44 

Stability 100% 100% 82.6% 100% 91.5% 

AlexNet 
Accuracy 77.35 96.26 54.99 89.77 51.11 

Stability 93.2% 100% 62.9% 100% 81.5% 

 

Combining the comprehensive comparison statistics in Tables 4-13, the performance 

of the three models in this experiment is summarized and evaluated as follows. 

Fine model: under the wearer scene, the precision and stability of the fine model 

performed the best, in which the precision reached a high level of 95.40 and the stability 

maintained 100%, meaning that the fine model was able to stably recognize images in 

any wearer scene under this experimental design; under the low-resolution scene, the 

precision of the fine model maintained a high level and the stability also maintained 

100%; under the multi-pose In the non-ideal luminance scene, the accuracy of the fine 

model maintained a high level and the stability was 100%; in the non-ideal angle scene, 

the accuracy of the fine model decreased significantly, but the stability of the 

recognition was high. Overall, the fine model has the best output results in the 

experiments of three specific scenes of wearing objects, multiple poses, and non-ideal 

luminance, respectively, and the difference with the other two applications is more 

subtle in terms of low resolution and non-ideal angle, etc. The comprehensive 

evaluation can conclude that the fine model has the strongest comprehensive ability of 

face recognition in several non-ideal scenes in this experiment. 

The accuracy and stability of the coarse model are robust in the wearable scenario, 

where the accuracy reaches a high level of 93.96 and the stability remains 100%, 

meaning that the coarse model can stably recognize images in any wearable scenario 

under this experimental design; in the low-resolution scenario, the accuracy of the 
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coarse model remains high and the stability also remains 100%; in the multi-pose In the 

non-ideal brightness scene, the accuracy of the coarse model is maintained at a high 

level and the stability is 100%; in the non-ideal angle scene, the accuracy of the coarse 

model decreases significantly and the stability of recognition is good. Overall, the 

coarse model has the best output results in the experiments of two specific scenes of 

resolution and non-ideal angle, respectively, but the recognition ability in two scenes of 

multi-pose and non-ideal angle has obvious shortcomings. Comprehensive evaluation 

can conclude that the recognition ability of the coarse model in this experiment under 

different categories of non-ideal scenes shows a trend of strong and weak polarization, 

and the overall recognition ability is at a medium level. 

In the low-resolution scenes, the accuracy of AlexNet is maintained at a high level, 

and the stability is also maintained at 100%; in the multi-pose scenes, the accuracy of 

AlexNet decreases significantly to 54.99, and the stability is also maintained at 93.2%. 

In the non-ideal luminance scenes, AlexNet's accuracy reaches a medium level and its 

stability is 100%; in the non-ideal angle scenes, AlexNet's accuracy decreases 

significantly and its stability is poor. Overall, AlexNet has the worst face recognition 

ability in several non-ideal scenes of this experimental design framework, and in some 

specific non-ideal scenes, AlexNet has repeatedly failed to recognize the problem. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

5.1 Summary 

Currently, the field of artificial intelligence is developing deep learning, in particular, 

is an important direction in the field of artificial intelligence, developing in areas such 

as image recognition and data processing. In the direction of image processing 

recognition, the requirements for high precision, high speed and high complexity are 

growing[35][36]. In this paper, the CNN-based face recognition technology for non-

ideal scenes is an important application and attempt of deep learning. At the same time, 

this study aims to understand the structure and operation of convolutional neural and to 

implement its function for recognition applications[37]. 

In this study, the basic structure of CNN and existing CNN models are introduced, 

and the basic principles of CNN implementation for image recognition are analyzed. 

An improved CNN face recognition network structure is designed to expand the 

network model based on the original network with 10 layers, including 5 convolutional 

layers, 4 pooling layers and 1 fully connected layer, and to perform fine training and 

tuning. This model is used to train the face dataset and to optimize the model parameters. 

Based on the trained network, the face recognition test is conducted in both 

conventional and non-ideal scenes using the images in the constructed face database, 

and the recognition correct rate is 93.9%, which is better than the comparison algorithm. 

With this improved CNN network model, an experimental study on the direction of 

CNN for face image recognition in non-ideal scenes is carried out in this topic, which 

simplifies a lot of image pre-processing work. The generalization performance of CNN 

and the high recognition rate are also verified on different databases. 

5.2 Outlook 

Deep learning is in full swing this year, and deep convolutional neural networks 

perform exceptionally well in the direction of image processing and recognition. 

However, deep learning still lacks perfect theoretical support and macro framework[38]. 

At the same time, a major development trend of convolutional neural network is to 

expand the network depth and width with the development of GPU and other hardware, 

and to achieve better network performance by relying on the training of a large amount 

of labeled data. This will certainly be accompanied by the human and material 

consumption of data collection, high training cost, and more restrictions[39]. 

For this research paper, the face recognition problem itself is highly complex as well 

as restrictive due to its limitations. The CNN model described in this paper, as well as 

the extraction and processing of image data, still has many aspects that can be improved. 

The recognition method can be further improved and studied in the following aspects: 

1. The training of deep convolutional neural networks requires high experimental 
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hardware, and improving the hardware performance can increase the training speed of 

the network, thus achieving further expansion of the training data and increasing the 

complexity of the network, thus improving the network performance. For example, 

using multi-GPU parallel acceleration operations, etc[40]. 

2. The CNN designed in this paper is only a preliminary improved model, and a 

certain number of experiments have been done on a limited database, and the image 

database can be continuously expanded in the future to further improve the 

effectiveness of the network. 

3. Deep learning requires a large amount of labeled data. Combined with 

unsupervised learning methods, the study of unsupervised convolutional neural 

network models can reduce the work of labeling a large number of data sets. 
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